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Abstract

Wide-area grid deployments are becoming a standard for
shared cyberinfrastructure within scientific domain
communities. These systems enable resource sharing,
data management and publication, collaboration, and
shared development of community resources. This paper
describes the systems management solution developed
for one such grid deployment, the GEON Grid
(GEOsciences Network), a domain-specific grid of
clusters for geological research. GEON provides a
standardized base software stack across all sites to
ensure interoperability while providing structures that
allow local customization. This situation gives rise to a
set of requirements that are difficult to satisfy with
existing tools. Cluster management software is available
that allows administrators to specify and install a
common software stack on all nodes of a single cluster
and enable centralized control and diagnostics of its
components with minimal effort. While grid
deployments have similar management requirements to
computational clusters, they have faced a lack of
available tools to address their needs. In this paper we
describe extensions to the Rocks cluster distribution to
satisfy several key goals of the GEON Grid, and show
how these wide-area cluster integration extensions
satisfy the most important of these goals.

1. Introduction

Computational clusters have become the dominant
computational platform for a wide range of scientific
disciplines. Due to this pressure, cluster management
software has risen to the challenge: cluster tools exist
that specify a common configuration base, install a
software stack on all nodes, enable centralized control of
components, and provide diagnostics for failure
reporting, all with minimal effort. While cluster
management toolkits have been successfully applied to
large-scale clusters operating in tightly coupled LAN
environments [1, 2], current grid deployments, popular
for building shared cyberinfrasture [3], have similar
management requirements yet have faced a lack of
available tools. These grid systems seek to offer a
common operating environment for the scientific

domain community and typically involve a diverse set of
resources operating in a geographically dispersed
environment.  Examples of such grid deployments
include GEON [4], BIRN [5] and GriPhyn [6] although
many others exist [7-9].

We present grid design from the perspective of GEON,
although its similarity to other grid efforts makes our
results applicable to other projects. Figure 1 shows the
GEON grid architecture that is  composed of a set of
physically distributed clusters located within the
administrative domain of each of sixteen participating
sites.  These clusters have at least one point-of-presence
(pop) node and may have zero or more additional
compute or data nodes that may consist of different
hardware architectures. The operation of this virtual
organization [10] requires the machines to run a
common software stack that enables interoperability
with other GEON resources. We restrict our attention to
computational hardware resources.

In addition to being geographically distributed, the
clusters at each partner site build upon the common
software base to provide site-specific applications and
services. The challenge, therefore, is to manage the
distributed set of hardware resources, physically
distributed at partner institutions and connected over the
commodity Internet, in a way that minimizes system

Figure 1: The GEON grid. Grid resources are
geographically distributed, and connected via both
the commodity Internet and specialized wide-area
networks. While individual sites may have unique
components and abilities, GEON must insure
interoperability throughout the grid.



administration costs while achieving interoperability and
local site autonomy. Although local cluster performance
is important, the main objective of the GEON systems
component is to efficiently manage the grid in the face
of system upgrades, security patches, and new software
components. A central tenant of the design is to achieve
this level of management with minimum administration.

We use the Rocks cluster distribution as a starting point
for the GEON effort. Although lacking the functionality
to manage a grid of machines, Rocks has been
successfully used to manage large clusters consisting of
more than 500 nodes.  With our direction, the Rocks
toolkit has been modified to support wide-area
deployment and management of systems in a fashion
appropriate for GEON. In this paper we present our
requirements for a grid management toolkit and show
how the new wide-area cluster initialization capability in
Rocks satisfies a majority of these requirements. We
hope the solutions explored for the GEON project can be
directly applied to other grid deployments in addition to
our own.

Section 2 describes the overall Rocks architecture and
summarizes its capabilities along with other popular
cluster management software. Section 3 discusses the
specific requirements for wide-area grid deployments
and management using GEON as an example.  Section 4
describes the architecture and implementation changes
made to Rocks to support wide-area grid management.
Section 5 discusses some initial performance

measurements and other feedback from using this
system for real systems deployment and management in
GEON and identifies open issues and future directions.
Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. Rocks Cluster Management

High-performance clusters have become the computing
tool of choice for a wide range of scientific disciplines.
Yet straightforward software installation, management,
and monitoring for large-scale clusters have been
consistent and nagging problems for non-cluster experts.
The free Rocks cluster distribution takes a fresh
perspective on cluster installation and management to
dramatically simplify version tracking, cluster
management, and integration.

The toolkit centers around a Linux distribution based on
the Red Hat Enterprise line, and includes work from
many popular cluster and grid specific projects.
Additionally, Rocks allows end-users to add their own
software via a mechanism called Rolls [11]. Rolls are a
collection of packages and configuration details that
modularly plug into the base Rocks distribution. In this
paper, for example, we demonstrate injecting software
into a domain-specific Grid via a GEON roll. Strong
adherence to widely used tools allows Rocks to move
with the rapid pace of Linux development. The latest
release of Rocks, version 3.2.0, supports several
commodity architectures including x86, IA64 and
x86_64 Opteron.

2.1. Architecture

Figure 3 shows a traditional architecture used for high-
performance computing clusters. This design was
pioneered by the Network of Workstations [12], and
popularized by the Beowulf project [13]. In this method
the cluster is composed of standard high-volume servers,
an Ethernet network and an optional off-the-shelf
performance interconnect (e.g., Gigabit Ethernet or
Myrinet). The Rocks cluster architecture favors high-
volume components that lend themselves to reliable
systems by making failed hardware easy and
inexpensive to replace.

Rocks Frontend nodes are installed with the base
distribution and any desired rolls. Frontend nodes serve
as login and compile hosts for users. Compute nodes
typically comprise the rest of the cluster and function as
execution nodes. Compute nodes and other cluster
appliances receive their software footprint from the
frontend. Installation is a strong suit of Rocks; a single
frontend on modern hardware can install over 100
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Figure 2:  Rocks and Rolls. A node in the graph
specifies a unit of packages and configuration; a
graph traversal defines software for a cluster
appliance. Yellow nodes are Rocks base, while
colored nodes belong to various rolls.



compute nodes in parallel, a process taking only several
minutes. Typically cluster nodes install automatically,
using PXE to obtain a boot kernel from the frontend

One of the key ingredients of Rocks is the modular Roll
mechanism to produce Linux distributions customized
for a particular domain. When we build a cluster
frontend with the GEON roll, all compute nodes will
install a set of Geo specific software. This mechanism
allows us to easily inject domain-specific software into
the Rocks integration system, enabling a Geo-specific
grid of clusters. Specialized CDs can be generated from
this custom distribution, which behave identically to
those from RedHat. More importantly to this paper, the
custom distribution may be transmitted to other cluster
frontends over a standard wide-area network such as the
Internet.

By leveraging the standard RedHat Anaconda
installation technology, Rocks abstracts many hardware
differences and automatically detects the correct
configuration and hardware modules to load for each
node (e.g., disk subsystem type: SCSI, IDE, integrated
RAID adapter; Ethernet interfaces, etc). Although its
focus is flexible and rapid system configuration (and re-
configuration), the steady-state behavior of Rocks has a
look and feel much like any other commodity cluster
containing de-facto cluster standard services.

2.2. Related Work

We chose the Rocks cluster distribution to power the
GEON scientific grid based on its fitness to our
requirements. However several attractive clustering

solutions exist, both in open source and commercial
form.

2.2.1. Cluster Distribution Methods

SystemImager [14] performs much of the same tasks as
Rocks. It supports each hardware platform by storing a
unique image of the desired directory structure on a
master node in the cluster. There is no mechanism for
sharing portions between images, however, making
functional or physical heterogeneity difficult to manage.

The LCFG project [1] has an installation philosophy
similar to Rocks. It provides a configuration language
and a central repository of configuration specifications.
The specifications, analogous to Rocks kickstart nodes,
can be combined to install and configure individual Unix
machines over a network. Changes to the central
specifications automatically trigger corresponding
changes in the configuration of managed nodes. The
LCFG system is used in diverse configurations where
even the Unix flavor is heterogeneous.

Scyld Beowulf [15] is a commercial, single-system-
image cluster operating system. In contrast to
SystemImager, LCFG, and Rocks, processes on a scyld
cluster see a single process space for all running tasks.
While this feature simplifies cluster operations, it relies
on a heavily modified Linux kernel and GNU C library.
Because of the deep changes required by the system, the
Scyld company sits in the critical path of many bug and
security fixes. These fundamental changes require Scyld
to take on many (but not all) duties of the distribution
provider.

Other clustering projects such as Warewulf [16],
LinuxBIOS [17], and OpenMosix [18] offer interesting
capabilities, but do not provide a complete solution.
They require a Linux distribution to be installed and
configured a priori by experienced system
administrators, a critical shortfall for our choice. The
actual ingredients in these projects cover a small part of
a full distribution: OpenMosix provides a kernel module
(albeit with some elegant capabilities), and LinuxBIOS
specifies a small assembly/C initialization pre-kernel.
Warewulf is the most ambitious of the three and can
configure a shared environment in the cluster via an
image-like file system on the master node.

3. Grid Requirements

The GEON grid imposes a regular structure on its
constituents. At minimum, each partner site runs a
GEON pop node that acts as a point-of-presence in the
grid, and corresponds to a Rocks frontend  cluster

Figure 3:  Rocks Cluster Hardware architecture.
The Frontend node acts as a firewall and
gateway between the private internal networks
and the public Internet.
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appliance type. The pop node optionally coordinates
additional local machines at the site for providing data or
computation capability.

A GEON pop node must maintain a core set of services.
In order to ensure interoperability between nodes at
different sites, SDSC provides a comprehensive
standardized software stack definition that includes the
core operating system, currently Linux, along with
higher-level development environments such as Web
and Grid Service libraries, and end user environments
(portals). The software stack definition includes the
necessary security information to link nodes to the
GEON grid security infrastructure.

3.1.  Consistency

The first major challenge for systems management of the
GEON grid is maintaining a consistent software stack on
all machines, currently 40 in total. These hosts are
physically distributed among various administrative
domains at different sites and connected through the
commodity Internet1.  Uniformity of the software stack
is required to ensure interoperability between services
running on different sites in the grid.  The GEONgrid
uses the NMI grid software release [19] as the base of its
grid software stack. In addition, we provide higher-level
software such as the portal environments, various web
services libraries, an OGSI grid service container and
libraries, and GEON-specific services. In order to deal
with the complexity of so many interoperating
components, we have chosen to integrate and test the
system as a whole unit, which when verified is pushed
out to all nodes in the GEON grid.

3.2. Controlled Customization

The second major challenge of the project is to manage
the constituent machines to allow controlled
customization of the machines at each of the partner
sites.  There are three reasons for local customization:
First, each site may have specific system requirements
for its configuration. For example, software and security
patches, firewall integrity, and other management tools
specific to the site must be accommodated. Each partner
site may also configure the GEON machines in such a
way to leverage additional resources it may have. SDSC,
for example, will provide gateways to large compute
clusters (TeraGrid [20] and Datastar) and data archives
(HPSS).

                                                  
1  Few sites are connected using the higher bandwidth
Internet2 backbone

Second, the partner sites may deploy additional grid or
web services applications on the GEON machines
beyond those built into the software stack. These
services must be persistent across reinstallations and
system updates. Finally, partner sites may deploy
datasets into the GEON network by hosting them on
GEON machines. These datasets must also be preserved
across software stack updates.

Unconstrained customization, however, leads to
software incompatibilities that require significant
administration overhead.  Therefore the needs of
customization must be balanced with the need for
efficient system management.

3.3. Requirements

The following are specific requirements we have
determined for the GEON deployment, which we
believe are similar to other grid systems:

1. Centralized software stack definition. GEON
central node will define the base software stack
used to instantiate all other nodes.

2. The ability to push the software stack to GEON
pop nodes over the Internet with little or no
administration.

3. Enable local site autonomy by defining
acceptable node types for compute, data, and
site-specific customized nodes.

4. Ability to add site-specific constraints. Allow
customized software with durable site-specific
environment and settings. These software
components should survive the process of
upgrading or reinstalling the base distribution.

5. Update software and security patches. Use
INCA framework [21] to monitor software
versions of important middleware components.
The ability to identify and incorporate changes
to the base software stack.

6. Incremental and hierarchical base distribution
updates. Updates to the pop frontend nodes
must be automatically pushed to the compute
and data nodes at the site.

7. Remotely update critical patches and the
software stack. At the same time sites with
varying administrative requirements and
policies should be able to add additional rules
to the basic update mechanism.



8. Nodes or clusters that join the grid should
integrate easily and be immediately consistent
with the base grid software stack.

While keeping in mind that the sites own their local
resources and have full control of them, the GEON
system must provide a robust, basic level of systems
management that can be extended.

4. Wide Area Kickstart

To address the primary requirement of the GEON grid, a
low management cost for grid-wide software installation
and updates, we extended the Rocks distribution to
perform full cluster installations over wide area
networks. While compute nodes in Rocks always
employed the LAN to install software from the frontend
machine, the frontend itself had to be integrated with CD
or DVD media. This strategy, while appropriate for
cluster instantiations of basic Rocks software, is
insufficiently flexible for the dynamic needs of the
GEON grid. Specifically, we considered affecting grid-
wide software with mailed disk media unacceptable.

4.1. Central

The wide area cluster integration involves a Central
server that holds the software stack. Frontend pop nodes
of the grid obtain a full Rocks cluster distribution from
the central. This distribution is suitable to install local
compute, data, and customized nodes. Since the software
stack defines the whole of the base system, and because
security patches and feature enhancements are common
during updates, any part of the stack may be changed.
The challenge is to retrieve all components necessary for
integration from central over the network, including the
installation environment itself. We require a small static
bootstrap environment for the first pop initialization,
which contains only network drivers and hardware-
probing features and fits onto a business card CD. This
bootstrap environment is stored on the node to facilitate
the upgrade process.

Figure 4 shows the wide-area kickstart architecture. A
central server holds the base Rocks distribution,
including the Linux kernel and installation environment,
along with standard rolls such as the HPC (high
performance computing), and the domain-specific
GEON roll. We initialize GEON frontend pops over the
wide-area Internet from this central.

The software disbursement methodology is optimized
for unreliable networks, and possesses greater awareness
and tolerance for failure than the local-area Rocks install

process for between frontend and compute nodes. The
frontend pop locally integrates the Rocks base and the
various Rolls selected from the central server, and the
combined software stack is rebound into a new Linux
distribution. The pop then initializes cluster nodes with
its combined distribution. If the pop is current it is easy
to see any new compute, data, or specialized nodes
joining the grid immediately posses a consistent version
of the base grid stack.

4.2. WAN vs LAN

In a traditional Rocks cluster, compute nodes also install
over a network: the LAN between themselves and the
frontend. The frontend uses PXE or DHCP requests
from compute nodes to perform a registration step,
information from which it uses to generate custom
kickstart files for each node in the cluster.

In the wide area, we do not have the luxury of PXE or
DHCP.  The only communication method over the WAN
is HTTP. In essence a frontend is grown over several
steps.  The strategy gives a nascent frontend enough
information and software to generate its own fully
functional kickstart file, which it then uses to install
itself.

The frontend initially boots from a small environment
(<10MB on a CD), and specifies the name of a central it
wishes to be cloned from. The central then sends a full
installer over HTTP, which enables the frontend to
request a kickstart file. The kickstart file returned is
minimal, since central knows little about the new host.

In this way a frontend WAN install differs from a local
compute node. The kickstart file includes no IP
information, nor any definition of the software stack.
However, the frontend can ask the user for necessary
information by way of a remote input mechanism based
on ssh. The architect contacts an installing frontend and
answers naming, networking, and software stack
questions. Rolls are chosen during this phase, and the
nascent frontend can pull them from various sources if
needed (figure 5).

At this point the frontend transfers software from the
central and roll servers using http. During this phase the
kickstart generators [2] are received, along with
elements of the kickstart graph contributed by Rocks
base and any chosen rolls (figure 2). Upon completion,
the frontend uses the kickstart generators, graph, and
previously obtained user input to generate a full kickstart
file for itself. The inward-looking kickstart generation
forms the crux of this process.



The frontend uses the new kickstart file to restart its own
installation, which now does not require additional input.
Once the installation completes, the frontend is ready to
integrate local compute nodes.

4.3. Controlled Customization

With the ability to bind the base and third party rolls into
a distribution for local consumption comes the
possibility of obtaining components from many sources.
Figure 5 shows integration from several central servers.
This feature allows a type of multiple inheritance, where
a frontend’s identity is composed from several sources.
This inheritance model allows GEON’s goal of
controlled local customization. A site can maintain a
central server with locally developed rolls for its use.
However, rolls are highly structured combinations of
software and configuration. Their framework allows
quality control and verification of their constituent
packages, to a level not available to traditional software-
testing techniques [11].

With rolls, GEON supports controlled site customization
suitable for complete software components, and allow
these components to be easily incorporated into the base
software stack.

However by the requirements, sites must be capable of
affecting local configuration changes as well. The Rocks
method of distributing updates reinstalls the root
partition of the system. While this provides security
assurances and software verification advantages, it
requires all service configuration be relegated to other
partitions. The GEON system places all local
configuration and user environments on non-root
partitions, which are durable across updates. No facility

exists in the Rocks system to distribute incremental
package updates, a shortcoming which is left to future
work.

4.4. Multiple Architectures

Figure 5 illustrates the multiple-architecture aspects of
the Rocks system as well, which extend to the wide-area
kickstart facility. Contained within the bootstrap
environment is a local architecture probe, which alerts
the central or cluster frontend what architecture it is.
This classification allows heterogeneous clusters to
ensure each node runs the most native software stack
available. It also requires frontend nodes to posses a
distribution for each architecture they expect to
encounter in their local cluster. For this reason, the
GEON central provides the base distribution and rolls
for several hardware types, notably x86 (Pentium,
Athlon), ia64 (Itanium), and x86_64 (Opteron). The
GEON central forms the repository of the base Grid
DNA, with local central servers providing additional
software resources.

The Rocks wide-area cluster integration facility enables
GEON to push its software stack to pop nodes over the
Internet in an efficient manner with low administration
overhead. Site-specific additions and customizations of
software components are standardized with the roll
structure, and are implemented with site-local central
servers.  Finally, customizations are maintained across
software stack updates by the GEON system structure.
The proceeding section provides an evaluation of the
process and function of this wide-area integration
capability.

5. Experience

To verify the effectiveness of the Rocks wide area
kickstart technique we performed experiments in various
relevant settings. In this section we show the wide-area
cluster integration facility of Rocks satisfies our major
management goals of a common software stack that is
centrally disbursed to sites, a low-administration method
of updates and patches, and the ability for local site
customization. We present three experiments, each
which model an important use case of our grid.

The objective of these trials is to measure the time
needed to retrieve the base and Roll distributions over
the public Internet, and to observe any failures and
recovery during the process. In addition we wish to
characterize the amount of administrative labor involved
in the configuration before the installation process
begins, and how much configuration is necessary for a

Figure 4:  Wide Area Cluster Integration. Central
server provides Rocks base and the GEON Roll to
frontend cluster nodes in the Geongrid. Frontends
then update the software on their respective
compute nodes. Frontends obtain their software
over wide area networks such as the Internet, while
compute nodes install over a local LAN.
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local site to add their customized software Roll at the
time of installation. Finally, we verify the consistency of
the configuration between the base distribution and
software stack installation on the remote site. The time
taken to setup the node once it retrieved the distribution
is dependent on the hardware configuration of the node
(e.g. processing speed, etc) and is not of great
significance to the experiment.

5.1. Experimental Setup

The purpose of this experiment is to verify operational
correctness and ascertain the typical management
overhead necessary for a cluster install. Once the
frontend node of a cluster has been initialized, standard
and proven Rocks techniques can be used to install local
compute nodes. Therefore we bias our report towards the
integration of the cluster frontend nodes, which serve as
pop nodes of the GEON grid.

All experiments involve a central server node and a
frontend pop machine. The central node is a dual
Pentium 4 server running Rocks 3.2.0 beta software with
Linux kernel 2.4.21. Since all frontend nodes can
function as central servers, we setup the central as a
Rocks frontend with modified access control. Software
disbursement occurs using standard HTTP on port 80,
access to which has been opened to our frontend pop
node using Apache access control lists. The central
server is connected to the network via copper-based
Gigabit Ethernet capable of 1000mbps.

For the first experiment we kickstart a cluster frontend
node from the central server located on the same local

area network (LAN). A Gigabit Ethernet link connects
the two machines.

In the second experiment we stress the system slightly
by kickstarting a cluster frontend over the wide area
network (WAN) in the same organizational domain. We
define wide area in this case as a two network endpoints
connected with one more IP routers between them. This
scenario corresponds to obtaining a roll from a local site
central server for the purposes of customization.

Finally, we initialize a frontend pop over the WAN from
a central server in a different organizational domain.
This experiment simulates the process of distributing the
common Geon software stack to pop nodes on the grid.
We expect to see the effects of increased packet loss and
TCP congestion control when operating over this longer
haul network.

The LAN testing was performed at SDSC between
nodes on the same level 2 (switching) network segment.
The WAN experiment within the same organizational
domain was performed at SDSC using the central server
from the first experiment. The frontend has a 100 mbps
network link and therefore limits the bandwidth of this
test.  The third experiment we conduct using the central
server at SDSC and a frontend node at Virginia Tech,
roughly 4000 kilometers away. The maximum
bandwidth between the sites is  ~100mbps over the
standard Internet link. The Rocks distribution is close to
660 MB, the HPC roll is 338 MB and the GEON roll is
close to 98 MB. A series of 10 runs were conducted in
each of these experiments and the results in Table 1
indicate the average time in each case.

5.2. Discussion

Our observations show that we were successfully able to
satisfy our most important requirements. When creating
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Figure 5:  Multiple Central servers. A frontend may
be composed of rolls from several sources, allowing
course-grained local site customization suitable for
large software components. Clusters can have
heterogeneous hardware; base distribution and rolls
are available for x86, ia64, and x86_64. Nodes
automatically negotiate for the most native software
available.

Kickstart Type Rocks Base
Rolls

(HPC+GEON)

Local Area Network

(Single level 2 segment)
65s 8s

Wide Area Network

(Same Organization)
390s (6.5min) 25s

Wide Area Network

(Different Organization)
2700s (45 min) 360s (6 min)

Table 1: Time (in seconds) to retrieve the Rocks base and
Roll distributions over different types of network
environments. Values represent average of several trials.



a node within the local area network, the distribution
was retrieved in the shortest time as a result of the high
bandwidth, and the node was consistent in software and
configuration with the central server. The amount of
personnel involvement was minimal as we would expect
from the Rocks toolkit. Our experience with the wide
area kickstart were the same, all the metrics were similar
except the time taken to retrieve the distribution over the
public Internet, a result dominated by the performance of
the network over the geographic distance involved. The
remote site was also able to successfully add their site
specific Roll and it was consistent with the overall
software installation.

Our initial assessment is that the Rocks wide area
kickstart extension successfully satisfies many of the
GEON requirements and we believe similar principles
can be applied to a grid consisting of many nodes.
Limitations of the system are detailed in future work.

5.3. Future Work

Not all the requirements of GEON were met by the
Rocks cluster distributions current release. We require a
frontend node to be able to initiate an upgrade
automatically. Another specification sought is the fine-
grained incremental upgrade of critical RPMS. This
feature is also absent from the Rocks system. In
addition, nodes in wide area grid systems like GEON
have the concept of user space and OS distribution
space. Our ideal solution would posses the functionality
to update or reinstall the OS distribution completely
without affecting the user environment in any way. We
expect to address these requirements in future iterations
of the Geon grid design.

5.4. Security

A flaw in the current Wide-Area kickstart design is the
lack of strong security. In order to confidently install a
frontend over the network, the central must encrypt and
sign the kickstart files, and both parties must
authenticate each other before any software changes
hands.

In the next version of Rocks, we plan to tighten security
by using x509 certificates to prove the identity of both
client and central, and protect sensitive kickstart files
using the standard HTTPS (SSLv3/TLS) protocol.

6. Conclusion

This paper discusses the requirements, architecture and
applicability of Rocks wide area grid systems

deployment and management. We discussed some of the
requirements of GEON grid deployment and
management and how Rocks wide area functionality
addresses those requirements. We also discussed some
initial results and talk about possible extensions to the
Rocks toolkit that would benefit GEON and similar grid
systems.

We believe in GEON and other grid architectures the
key is to manage an extremely heterogeneous hardware,
computing, storage, and networking environment, rather
than an “ultra-scale” environment. The complexity of
management (e.g., determining if all nodes have a
consistent set of software and configuration,
incrementally updating patches, etc) of such grid
systems is challenging. The new Rocks wide area
kickstart facility establishes a rational software
distribution and management plan, enabling the GEON
network to easily expand by adding computational
hardware, services, middleware components, and other
resources with minimal effort.
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